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This powerful book from the bestselling Dr.our convictions about Jesus as God's Son —What we
choose to believe intrinsically determines whether or not we are able to stand strong in this life—s
Term— Standing Solid explores the Bible to identify the central problems of lifestyle where
conviction is imperative, including: —our dedication to stand by individuals we love —our decision
to be women and men of integrity and character —our perseverance to seek justice for the
voiceless and the poor —our beliefs about God as sovereign Creator — Charles Stanley outlines key
areas of conviction that can make or break who we are and how exactly we live.our belief that
the Bible is actually the Word of God Standing Strong is the item of Dr.predicated on God’
Stanley's lifetime trip of defining his convictions—through the easy occasions, and during the most
difficult.and choosing to stand by what he believes.no matter the results.s truths, we may’. As he
shares what he has discovered, he guides us as we examine and shape what we believe, in order
that we can live strong, confidently, wish, and an assurance that when our convictions derive
from God’.t fail.
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when I go through this book it was like setting straight down at the lord desk and receiving what
I needed . Exceptional Work ! Dr. Charles Stanley is a wonderful bible teacher! Will read again A
must read Dr. He's very encouraging and generally backs up his teachings with the Word of God.
He often communicates clearly and illustrates his points with his experiences. Meaningful
Extremely informative and inspirational. Must read in case you are in a dark, stormy place Read
this publication; He teaches us to stand strong, despite the trials and tribulations of existence
and encourages us to live a lifestyle which will make an eternal impact! Stanley’s books. Dr. Item
Great Good product Relaxant readable, interecting recommend this book. spiritual walk it seems
I am always strengthened while I read pastor Stanley's books. now days very few pastors deal
with truth of ever day Christians . This pastor speaks from the heart and assists one better cope
with their spiritual walk. Stanley!Excellent! He's constantly insightful, uplifting and speaks the
truth about God’s Phrase! Stanley reminds us that we need conviction, actually on information
that we already have learned, such as who our Dad is, what's true prayer, and even convictions
on that afterlife, that we are likely to heaven when we die which he teaches beautifully in chapter
10. like the Bible, start somewhere if you cannot start at the beginning. The author helps you to
understand why you are going through what you are going through. Another amazing book by
Dr. Charles Stanley I never get sick and tired of reading Dr. Strongly suggested! I highly
recommend this book and all of his books. pastor Stanley could be the writer however the spirit
of god, the father blessed the work.He truly loves God and God’s people, those saved and the
ones yet to be saved. Lord Bless you Dr.and I have found the encouragement needed. Five Stars
Great like all of his works Five Stars great book Strength with God Charles Stanleys insight is
always wonderful. I really do wish he would bring his own private experiences into the picture
more, so we're able to identify with what he has experienced in his existence. Helped me to
understand a whole lot about brokenness and adversity and how God uses it for our advantage. I
love all his teachings which is not any exception ! Stanley's assistance and thoughts are
constantly sound, Biblically-structured and relevant.
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